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CUT LESS
Low Grow Fescue
DESCRIPTION:
A mixture favored over the competitors for its particular blend of fine fescues. Our Cut Less Low Grow Fescue is
comprised 100% of fine fescues, containing no annual ryegrass or other more, vertical growing species added only to lower
the cost of the mix. With more mild winters, species like annual ryegrass can persist from season to season - ruining the
desired wispy grassland/Scottish Links aesthetic. Cut Less is a LA’s dream, perfect for low impact design while keeping
interest in the landscape. It is the answer to a homeowners most challenging sites – on a steep slope or above a boulder
wall where mowing isn’t possible. Under a grove of trees that suck up sun, water and nutrients. Contact us for more design
and use ideas!
In Cut Less, we also strive to use 60% or more of cultivars proven to be of a higher turf quality under lower inputs. Both
TWCA and A-List varieties are tested by independent organizations to require lower use of water, chemical and fertility
inputs to retain desired turf quality. That helps you save budgetary maintenance dollars and reduces that turfs
environmental impact while providing all the benefits of greenspace of more hard surfaces.

MIXTURE HIGHLIGHTS:

COMPOSITION:

- Leaf texture and color provides interest in any landscape
- Highest possible drought resistance of cool season turf mix
- Once established Cut Less requires management inputs
- Can be left un-cut or cut to 5/8ths inch depending on desired
aesthetic. (low cut height will require more water and fertilizer inputs)

Fine Fescue
20% Cardinal Creeping Red Fescue
Fine Fescue
20% Jetty Hard Fescue
Fine Fescue
20% Blue Ray SheepsFescue
Fine Fescue
20% Boreal Creeping Red Fescue
Fine Fescue
20% Sonar Chewings Fescue
Like or better cultivars may be used based on availability and market conditions .

Seeding Rate
/ 1000 SF.
1 to 6 lbs.*

Maintenance
Level
Low to Moderate

Water Per
Week
0.5” to 1.5”

Fertilizer
Apps/Yr.
1-2 +

Mowing
Height
2.5” +

Lbs/Bag
25 & 50

SPECIFICATIONS:
Ramy Turf Products uses the highest quality seed available and always selects material based on proven local and
regional study and evaluation by third party, independent organizations.
Reliably promised: 98% + purity and 99.99% weed and other crop free!
Seeding Instructions are available on each bag of seed with expanded instructions as well as fertilizer and watering
recommendations at ramyturf.com/how.
*at ramyturf.com you’ll find more information on seeding rates of Cut Less and how it is related to the mature look of
the product.

